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LATHE TT457E

€412,39 (excl. VAT)

Thanks to the stability of its cast iron frame, the TT457E lathe guarantees a precise finish without
vibrations. With its comprehensive basic equipment (LED display, continuous rotation speed control, etc.),

this is the ideal entry-level model for hobbyists and amateur handymen.

SKU: 0LA457S
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Thanks to the stability of its cast iron frame, the TT457E lathe guarantees a precise finish without vibrations.
With its comprehensive basic equipment (LED display, continuous rotation speed control, etc.), this is the ideal

entry-level model for hobbyists and amateur handymen.

The lathe has a point interval of 457 mm. It has an M33 x 3.5 mm thread on the spindle as standard, so all your
favourite attachments fit without the need for adapters. In addition, the lathe has three continuously adjustable

speeds. The speed is electronically adjustable and can be read digitally.

Thanks to the extension piece, you can extend the lathe to a point distance of 1007 mm.
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PRODUCT INFORMATION

Compact lathe for numerous small projects and precision work
230 V/550 W induction motor

Three mechanical speeds that are easily adjustable
Spindle with M33 thread

Easily adjustable tool support
Electronically adjustable rotation speed with digital display

Distance between centers: 457 mm
Extension optional

DESCRIPTION

Thanks to the stability of its cast iron frame, the TT457E lathe guarantees a precise finish without vibrations.
With its comprehensive basic equipment (LED display, continuous rotation speed control, etc.), this is the ideal

entry-level model for hobbyists and amateur handymen. The lathe has a point interval of 457 mm. It has an
M33 x 3.5 mm thread on the spindle as standard, so all your favourite attachments fit without the need for

adapters. In addition, the lathe has three continuously adjustable speeds. The speed is electronically adjustable
and can be read digitally. Thanks to the extension piece, you can extend the lathe to a point distance of 1007

mm.

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 40 kg

Dimensions 840 × 460 × 300 cm

Distance between centers with
extension

1020 mm

Distance between centers 457 mm
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Voltage 230 V

Thread M33

Taper of tailstock sleeve MT 2

Working diameter over
guideway

305 mm

Working diameter over
support

240 mm

Travel of tailstock sleeve 55 mm

RPM Min-Max 650-3800

Rotating head No


